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14th Plenary Meeting of the LHC Resource Review Boards, 22nd April 2002

Documents CERN-RRB-2002-nnn can be found at http://web.cern.ch/Committees/LHCRRB/RRB/
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1. Welcome and Introduction Chairman, R.J. Cashmore, Director for Collider Programmes

The Chairman welcomed the RRB delegates of ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb, noting that this was
the first time that a Computing RRB will take place. He announced that the scheduled visits to ATLAS
and CMS should not be missed as there has been a lot of progress since last October.

The main business of the current RRB meetings is to examine the Maintenance and Operation M&O
Memoranda of Understanding MoUs and to release them for signature, and to look at the costs to
completion for ATLAS, CMS and ALICE.

2. The LHC machine, status and schedule L. Maiani, Director-General

http://web.cern.ch/Committees/LHCRRB/RRB/CERN-RRB-2002-082.pdf

The Director-General DG opened with an overview of the situation towards the end of 2001. In
September an in-depth analysis of the cost to completion of the LHC project had been presented to
Council. The total funding shortfall was ~ 850 MCHF, including 480 MCHF (18% of the original 2.6 B)
for machine hardware, installation and experimental areas, 143 M for prototyping, and a certain amount
for computing and for underfunding with respect to initial estimates. Since then intensive discussions
have been held with Council and within CERN to identify reasons and remedies for the crisis. While
plans are being developed to overcome CERN's financial problems by focusing activities on the LHC
and identifying savings, the LHC project itself has continued to pass important milestones.

The DG announced two generous offers of help. Switzerland has given CERN an interest-free loan of
90 MCHF, to be paid in 3 installments in 2002 – 2004 and repaid after 2007. India has indicated a
possible doubling of its LHC engagement, extending its interest to computing infrastructure.

In the meanwhile, the LHC has made great progress. By February 2002, some 81% of the new cost
estimate was spent or committed (2,474 MCHF out of 3,068 MCHF, excluding prototyping costs). By the
end of April 2002, contracts worth about 450 MCHF will have been signed for the cryogenic line and for
assembly of the main dipoles. Both of these items are on the critical path and the Machine Advisory
Committee has noted the danger of manpower shortage for contract follow-up. Civil engineering works
progress steadily and hand-over dates for the caverns are confirmed as April 2003 for ATLAS and July
2004 for CMS.

In February 2002, an external panel (Chair: B. Strauss, DOE) reviewed the super-conducting cable
production. It judged the R&D phase to be complete and new delivery timetables were agreed.
Nonetheless, the Panel considered that "diligent procurement management and possible reallocation of
the orders among the spectrum of vendors will be required to meet the stringent delivery requirements
of the cold mass construction program". There is presently about 9 months delay w.r.t. contracts but
there is still some 6 months contingency w.r.t. the 'just-in-time' scenario. Because CERN is supplier and
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customer for many components, the new schedule includes a safety margin to avoid possible
contractual penalties.

The DG expressed regret that the 2006 LHC schedule could not be met and acknowledged the damage
this has caused for many physicists and students around the world. The new schedule foresees ring
closing for 1st October 2006 with beam injection in April 2007. It is based on official contractual dates for
the main industrial items and includes a reasonable, though not large, time contingency. The DG
stressed that the schedule has been determined by technical rather than financial constraints and now
represents a feasible and affordable scheme for both the LHC machine and the detectors.

In December 2001 Council set up an External Review Committee ERC to assess, by June 2002, the cost,
schedule and management of the LHC and of the overall CERN programme. The ERC presented an
interim report in March which clearly recognised the quality and dedication of CERN staff and the
sound scientific and technical bases of the LHC, while criticising some aspects of the project
management, particularly the reporting tools. The LHC adopted the LEP model for financial
management and reporting, namely reviewing costs at specific times rather than continuously. This
approach lacks transparency and does not ensure the timely detection of discrepancies. The 2000 LHC
reviews were postponed until 2001 because of LEP running, but the DG insisted that technical progress,
expenditure and commitments were all correctly reported to Council, as were any important cost
problems concerning magnets, civil engineering, personnel and the previously unforeseen needs for
computing and M&O.

The ERC reported in March 2002 that "at this time, it is not possible to agree to a probable figure for the
cost to completion of the LHC machine and experiments; a large contingency (100-200 MCHF?) should
be envisaged". CERN has confirmed its completion cost estimate with the need for a contingency of
about 100 M. An analysis of manpower needs within the new schedule and possible savings is in
progress. The attribution of work packages to specific groups is finished and their tasks must be
completed within agreed costs. To allow real-time reaction to budget deviations and optimal use of
contingency, earned value accounting is being introduced and contract follow-up by Finance Division
will be improved.

In parallel with the ERC, CERN set-up five task forces TFs in November 2001 to identify the costs of
CERN's programmes, CERN-wide areas of savings, beneficial restructuring, improved resource
management tools and the already ongoing restructuring of the accelerator sector. Each TF had one
external member and CERN staff sent suggestions via e-mail. The work was finished in February 2002
and the results used as input for the Medium Term Plan MTP and other actions. The final MTP and a
Long Term Projection will be presented to Council in June 2002. The findings of the TFs, largely shared
by the ERC, demonstrate CERN's ability to work out ways to adapt to changing needs. Executive
summaries of the TF reports can be found at:

http://info.web.cern.ch/info/LHCCost/2002-04-22/Summaries.html

Several actions are being launched to streamline the Laboratory and focus it on the LHC project.
Activities and staff are being reallocated, tighter financial controls, monitoring and accounting are being
put in place, responsibility and accountability will be clarified at the right levels, human resource
policies are being re-examined including the possibility of hiring Locally Recruited Staff (without
international status) and so on.

The solution to the financial crisis needs a savings programme as well as an extension of the LHC
repayment period, plus extra contributions if at all possible. About 329 MCHF (~50% of the required
amount), some 41 MCHF/year during 2002 – 2009, can be reallocated by staff redeployment, reductions
in industrial service personnel, ending fixed target experiments in 2003, closing the SPS for one year in
2005 and, with the PS, for 30% of the time in other years, withdrawing from OPERA, cutting the Fellows
and Associates programme by 15 - 20% and looking for alternative funding e.g. from the EU, restricting
accelerator R&D to the CLIC Test Facility 3 and Super-conducting Proton Linac studies, and a small
amount of generic savings. Recuperation of monies accrued from under-indexation of the personnel
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budget and various savings due to other cuts and arising from the one-year delay in the LHC schedule
brings the identified savings to ~ 500 MCHF of the ~ 850 MCHF needed.

Based on these internal savings, two extreme financial scenarios have been presented to Council and
will be re-discussed in June. Scenario 1 foresees no increase in MS contributions and the debt repayment
period is extended to 2010. This is a rock-bottom approach that has few margins for unforeseen events
and puts the future vitality of the Organization at risk. Scenario 2 has a 3.5% increase in MS
contributions – 33 M/y, 1% for R&D and 2.5% to limit the debt repayment period to 2009 to allow
CERN to participate in any major new particle physics project from that date onwards.

The DG then showed about a dozen impressive photos of progress with LHC civil engineering and magnet
construction, on-site and around the world. These (and all of his presentation) can be viewed on the
website at the address given above.

In concluding, the DG stated that CERN must not miss the opportunity to adapt to the new reality and
to the future. A draft plan for the way out of the present difficulties has been presented to Council in
March; it integrated the results of the Task Forces and is a first step towards an affordable solution for
completing the LHC. For the June Council meeting, new Medium (2003 – 2006) and Long Term
(2003 – 2012) Plans are in preparation with input from the External Review Committee, the LTP
replacing the one made in 1996. In the meantime, the LHC is progressing steadily.

Discussion

M. Spiro (FR): the ERC suggested that CERN should try to keep its support to LHC experiments at LEP levels
L.Maiani : the LHC completion costs include resources for supporting the experiments and the experimental

areas; of the 850 MCHF, 56 MCHF are labeled 'CERN contributions to LHC experiments', about
half of this corresponds to ~20% of the CORE costs increases reported by the experiments, the
other half is for support for integration and experimental areas; also part of operation expenses
being discussed for the MTP will be devoted to the experiments

M' Spiro nevertheless, it was recognised that the level of CERN support has gone down
LM: it has not; in the past years support has been increasing and in the costs-to–completion a specific

amount has been identified for the experiments; of course, for M&O CERN will take its share but
some costs will have to be supported by the Funding Agencies

N. Lloyd (CA): what are the Human Resource policies that require review?
LM: present staff must be re-deployed to focus on the LHC; CERN needs integrated management of

'limited duration' contracts which will expire in the coming years (~ 400 – 500); these are within
the staff profile agreed with Council and reallocation must be optimised for the LHC in the context
of the reduction of industrial service contracts and the subject of 'locally recruited staff' has to be
revisited with hopefully some progress

L. Foà (IT): is there a change of policy towards Project Associates?
LM: no; levels and conditions remain the same; the reduction in 'Associates' mentioned earlier did not

refer to Project Associates

3. Maintenance and Operation, M&O R.J. Cashmore

After much work and effort, four experiment-specific MoUs for M&O have been compiled and are now
ready for launching. Cashmore traced the history of these documents from draft to draft and from
generic to specific, through a series of discussion with the experiments, the FAs and the RRBs. Thanks
are due to everyone involved and, at the risk of inadvertently leaving someone out, he particularly
thanked David Jacobs, Peggie Rimmer, the spokespersons, resource and technical co-ordinators,
Scrutiny Group members, and delegates from various FAs for many helpful discussions along the way.
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History of M&O MoUs
2000 Oct RRB Intent and preliminary data presented
2001 April RRB M&O presented in detail in RRB-D 2001-04

June - July Initial draft MoU; informal  => Collaborations
mid-July Draft 0  => Collaboration Managements
Aug -  Sept Draft 1  => CERN & Experiment Managements
mid-Sept Draft 2 => Collaborations and FAs
24 + 26 Sept Round-table discussion with RRBs
Oct RRB Draft 3.4 ( ≈ 0 text changes thereafter)
mid-Dec Generic text  => collaborations for addition of annexes

2002 Dec '01 - March 2002 Extensive discussions with FAs on rebates
rebates replaced by CERN paying (part of) energy costs

April RRB Final experiment-specific MoUs with annexes

Cashmore drew attention to one significant change to the texts since the October 2001 RRBs. Following
important contacts with many Funding Agencies, the proposed rebate scheme, which was judged to be
unsatisfactory, has been replaced by a more transparent formula. CERN will now pay the energy costs
of Member States and part of the energy costs of non-Member States that have contributed to the
construction of the LHC machine. The amount paid on behalf of the contributing NMSs will reflect the
level of their contributions with respect to those of the MSs and of each other.

In parallel with working out how to handle M&O costs, work started 2 years ago on how to produce
credible estimates of these costs. Again, the process has been lengthy, involving working groups,
Scrutiny Groups, the experiments and the RRBs.

History of M&O Cost Estimates
2000 Spring/summer 1st CERN WG => preliminary lists and costs

October RRB Initial presentation of M&O principles and costs
2001 March Principles presented to SPC; supported

April RRB M&O presented in detail in RRB-D 2001-04
Scrutiny Group established

May - June Items WG revised lists, defined cost templates
July-Sept Scrutiny Group 1st round (Cat. A)
October RRB First SG Report; revised costs

30% Cat A M&O approved
Draft 3.4 of M&O MoU

2002 Nov 01 - Feb 02 Scrutiny Group 2nd round (Cats. A & B)
March Scrutiny Group 3rd round (Cats. B&C)

C&I Scrutiny Group operated
April RRB Second SG Report; final costs (Cats. A & B)

Final experiment-specific MoUs

The next steps are to issue the MoUs for signature, to confirm the M&O needed in 2002 and continue to
implement the M&O procedures defined in the MoUs. It is encouraging and helpful for the experiments
that Funding Agencies are already beginning to pay the 30% level invoices for 2002 Category A M&O
costs, issued as agreed at the RRBs last October despite some teething troubles, hopefully forgivable, in
identifying the correct recipients for the bills.

There was no discussion on this item; it will be taken up again at each individual RRB.


